Clinician Premiere Flat Top
Product Code: 0FF3C5

$3900.00
(Ex Tax & Delivery)

Oakworks' most popular model just got better! The Clinician Premiere's fine handmade
furniture construction sets Oakworks Spa Tables apart from the rest. It offers the perfect
blend of beauty, function and value with options to have it reflect your spa's aesthetic.
Now it comes standard with a removable and replaceable top! Whether your décor
reflects classic or modern tastes. Your clients will sink into a state of pure relaxation,
thanks to Oakworks' exclusive Aero-Cel padding. Optimal comfort, combined with an
electric/hydraulic lifting system for quiet operation, goes a long way towards cultivating
a calming atmosphere that defines the spa experience. The Clinician Premiere's cabinet
is hot towel cabi ready and is available with a variety of door options to complement any
spa's décor. The Flat Top option is all that you need for some massage modalities and is
the most affordable top option available from Oakworks. Our selection of signature
padding and upholstery choices all but guarantee that your clients will enjoy every
second of their treatment experience and our superior construction ensures lasting
quality at an unbeatable price.

Page link:
www.spavision.com/product/0ff3c5

Features:
Electric Hydraulic Lifting System

Electrical Outlet within cabinet

Hot Towel Cabi Ready

100mm/4" Aero*Cel Padding

Upholstery in choice of TerraTouch Fabrics - see PDF

Hand & Foot control

Removable replaceable 1-piece Top

Specifications:
Length: 1850mm (73”)

Width / Depth: 740mm, 790mm or 840mm (29”, 31” or 33")

Height Range: 533mm - 940mm (26” - 36”)

Lifting Capacity: 250kg (550lbs)

Electrics: International electrics available

Voltage: 110v or 220v

Certifications: cETLus Listed 3034177; CE Marked

Warranty: 3 years parts, 2 years labour - copy available on request

Optional Extras:
150mm / 6" AeroCel Padding + $111.00

QuickLock Face Rest with AeroCel Crescent + $140.00

QuickLock Face Rest with Boiance Crescent + $175.00

Woodstain / Lacquer + $330.00

Advanced Body Comfort (ABC) System (Requires ABC Face Rest

Integrated Heated Top with Auto Shutdown after 10 hours + $620.00

platform) + $735.00
Boiance Shelf (may be used alone as head support) + $125.00

Boiance Shelf with Bracket Armrest (for use as lowered armrest shelf
with QuickLock Face Rest only) + $205.00

